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Abstract 
 
Special functional food supplementation using central nervous system   lipids can 
physiologically correct immune-deficiency syndromes present in cancer patients 
and in several sterile inflammatory diatheses. 
In cancer studies a lymphopoietic central nervous system (CNS) component 
containing titanium (Ti), produced in the thoracic segment of the spinal cord was 
found, in the seventies, to be crucial for normal white cell function and immunity. 
Measured by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). A 
deficiency in this vital CNS-lipid can also cause aberrant inflammatory diatheses 
like; psoriasis, fibromyalgia, ulcerative colitis, Crohn´s disease, polyarthritis etc. 
Feeding patients a special functional food supplement containing CNS lipids plus 
specific amino acids coupled with certain essential trace-element ions could 
correct this etiological deficiency in three days. To prevent recurrent disease a 
small natural food supplement may be needed.  Prevention of tumour recurrence 
in patients should be the main goal for cancer therapies by trying to amend the 
aetiology, not only as presently to remove the symptoms.     
 
 
Introduction 
 
Efforts to delineate curative functional biological dietary treatment modalities (as 
achieved in traditional Chinese medicine) for cancer patients as well as for 
various sterile inflammatory diatheses (SI) was the aim of this long study. In  
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cancer studies based on a combined biological, and specific stimulation of the 
patients immunity to autologous antigenic tumour markers, in a treatment 
modality called “Bio-Immunotherapy” a lymphopoietic central nervous system 
lipid (CNS) component was found to be crucial to elicit improved normal white 
cell function leading to curative clinical results (Int. J. Bio-technology. 2007:9, 
No.3/4, 391-410). When cancer patients, in Bio-Immunotherapy were fed CNS 
lipids their immune-response improved, resulting in complete regression of e.g. 
lung carcinosis without apoptosis, and a scar 1,2 . Rare mysterious spontaneous 
cures have been recorded 3, and held by Dr. C.M Cole as “the metabolic triumph 
of the host” 4. These results, as well as with traditional Chinese medicine, support 
the idea of alimentary treatment modalities.  
A deficiency in the vital CNS-Ti-lipid component could also cause aberrant sterile 
inflammatory ailments (SI), characterized as not to be caused by bacteria or 
viruses, as in Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) 5,6, and several other related 
sterile inflammatory diatheses, e.g. Psoriasis, Crohn´s disease, Polyarthritis etc. 
[see Table 1]. The high and generally soaring incidence of these SI diseases [>9 
thousand cases a year in Finland] is causing a major “general health problem” 
especially as they lack effective curative treatments. 
 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
This biological treatment modality was given only with informed consent from all 
patients, and with approval by the ethics committee.  
The alimentary supplementation with this natural CNS lipid-factor, containing 
titanium (Ti, measured by ICP-MS) is essential for a normal immune response 
with improved lymphopoiesis (a collateral to the cobalt in B12 for erythropoiesis). 
In Bio-Immunotherapy for colon cancer in the seventies 7,  precancerous Crohn´s 
disease (CD), and ulcerative colitis (UC) were found to be alleviated, and 
sometimes cured following specific dietary supplementation - containing  specific 
amino acids and essential trace-element ions and brain lipids. The aim developed 
therefore into a search for such nutritive alimentary factors to possibly find 
sustainable biological treatment modalities for cancers. It seemed also to alleviate 
diverse chronic SI diatheses, as they are potentially precancerous, like any 
chronic inflammation.   
 Nutritional supplements, acting as functional foods, containing specific 
physiologic combinations of: particular amino-acids, trace-element ions, vital 
lymphopoietic CNS Ti-lipids, plus physiologic amounts of vitamins were fed as 
ready-made powders to improve patient compliance in preliminary therapeutic 
trials for; psoriasis (PSO), CD, UC,  fibromyalgia (FBM), rheumatism (Rh) 
lacking an increased Rh factor, psoriasis (PSO), polyarthritis (PyA), periostal 
bone pain (PP), pancreatitis (PaC), Reiters disease (RD) etc.    Listed in Table 1.  
These aberrant inflammatory reactions could in certain patients be alleviated by 
nutritional biotherapy administering specific amino-acids (2-5 g/d) mixed with 
trace-element ions; Cr, Mn, Se, Sr, V, W (1.5 – 2.5 mg/d) and CNS-lipids, with  
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assorted fruits as a tasty ice-cream, easily prepared by mixing canned healthy 
prion-free brain lipids, produced by Neurofood Ltd. Finland. A tin containing 220 
g of brain is sufficient for two weeks as a dietary supplement furnishing the 
essential CNS lipids our healthy body requires.  
 
 
Table 1.  
        A short list of ailments craving for a lymphopoietic  
      CNS-Lipid factor containing Titanium, to be cured. 
Psoriasis (PSO), fibromyalgia (FM), ulcerative colitis (UC), Crohn´s  disease 
(CD), rheuma (Rh), polyarthritis (PyA), Reiters disease (RI), periostal pain (PP), 
pancreatitis (PT), chronic, in explainable, iatrogenic fever (CIF) etc.  
 
The dietary supplement required to cure these different histopathological 
diatheses consist of milligrams (2000-5000 mg) of L-amino acids in specific 
alternative combinations embracing e.g. ; Arg, Ile, Leu, Lys, Ser and Thr (for 
female patients), and also Gly & Glu, This supplement was aimed at prevent 
splitting of glutathione in the leucotriene molecule by γ-GT into Glu, and Gly, 
whereby also the inflammatory activity of γ-GT is decreased by substrate 
inhibition, and was also lowered  by the intake of boron - a γ-GT enzyme 
inhibitor. This substrate inhibition may thus prevent the inflammatory leukotriene-
cascade cycle, leading to sterile inflammatory lesions, expressed as increased 
capillary permeability, with formation of the slow-acting substance of 
anaphylaxsis. 
In this context only some features of the clinical treatment of psoriasis will be 
presented.  For further details see my article in press, “Psoriasis in curative 
biological dietary therapy, analyzed also by microRNA profiling”, by Th Tallberg 
& S. Knuutila, 2012 
 
 
Results 
 
Psoriasis is a good model for monitoring the therapeutic effect since symptoms 
and signs are so conspicuous. 
These organic and inorganic alimentary supplements ingested in addition to 220g 
of CNS lipid molecules (once a week or every second week) have resulted in a 
positive clinical response in all patients tested. The dietary supplements listed in 
Table 2 & 3 could mitigate symptoms of PSO, and FM in some weeks, and a 
positive clinical effect could be sustained for years. Later on by utilizing only 
reduced amounts of these functional food supplements.  

For PSO especially an oral intake (supplied as premade powders) prescribed as 
one powder or two a day holding; Ile, Gly, Glu + Tinn (Sn)  with CNS-lipids (50 – 
100g/d) according to the formulae presented in Table 2 [for a prise of 2-3€/day] 
could rapidly cure psoriatic skin lesions. No active specific immunotherapy  
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should be applied for PSO, since the histopathology of these malformed skin cells 
does not represent malignant cell structures containing antigenic tumour markers. 
The genetic susceptibility in PSO can be overcome, simply by dietary means. 
Certain genetic weaknesses like HNPCC, predisposing colon cancer, may also be 
compensated by dietary means 2 .  

Complete dietary supplementation has, after four months of continuous bio-
modulating treatment, overcome all clinical symptoms in a female patient 
suffering from psoriatic polyarthritis. A regular intake of the complex dietary 
components, to compensate the etiological metabolic deficiency, seem to alleviate 
all PSO symptoms and signs permanently. Vomiting during the first trimester of 
pregnancy disappeared when they ingested CNS-lipids. The fetus did not have to 
mobilize CNS lipids from the mothers central nervous system if viable lipid 
precursors were supplied in her diet. Breast feeding could consume some of the 
lymphopoietic components aggravating her skin lesions. Nails grow out in a 
normal way, motility is improved while joint ailments subside, the skin in the hair 
scalp is cleared. In the cured area melanocytes have been affected resulting in 
vitiligo [= a normal skin lacking pigmentation] presently regarded as the only 
side-effect so far recorded. The psychic distress caused by PSO recedes – 
(especially in female patients), and post-parturition depression may also subside, 
and the patients mental balance is restored following CNS supplementation as 
induction of normal brain functions is supported.   

The effort is now to find the minimal amount of these vital nutritional components 
required to prevent recurrent PSO, as well as for avoiding reappearance of joint 
afflictions. In certain cases recurrent skin symptoms have rescinded by increasing 
the dose of Ile, administered as one extra teaspoon full per day. Required dose-
levels are individual, but patients´ can themselves evaluate the need most 
efficiently, and act accordingly if, advised.   

So far the disease-free interval of PSO has been extended for over five years, 
mimicking a persistent cure. The weakness seems to be chronic (genetic) and may 
therefore require a small continuous intermittent augmentation of these nontoxic 
biological inexpensive factors (for decades)? An intermission in the dietary 
treatment for over five months could in one case lead to reappearance of arthritis. 
A slightly increased active dietary intake of CNS-lipids quelled these recurrent 
symptoms. Some patients find that they need to ingest, mixed in chocolate ice-
cream, (called “N-ice” - for neurologic ice-cream) the content of one whole tin of 
Neurofood (220g) per week to obtain an optimal clinical effect in this combined 
metabolic treatment.  

The only side-effect, so far recorded was that a too low dose of CNS-lipids could 
be felt “as intense itching”, which fortunately could be quelled by increasing the 
daily dose level of the CNS-lipids and by one extra teaspoon of Ile. An excessive 
dose-level of CNS could again cause a recurrent itching sensation indicating that  
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the therapeutic zone is fairly narrow, but patients´ can fortunately feel these 
confines, and react appropriately.  

In normal breast milk there is a 20% increase in the Ti-content, over normal 
serum levels (≈ 0.46 ppm, this could also be increased in PSO patients during 
dietary treatment to, ≈ 0.61 ppm, range 10-40% increases). Recurrent PSO 
symptoms may appear during breast-feeding suggesting that some of the 
lymphopoietic CNS-lipids may be consumed with the breast milk – while these 
lipids normally are transferred to the suckling child. This transport is probably the 
reason for the generally improved immunity found in newborn children, while 
they are on breast feeding.  

The effect of biotherapy on FM is much harder to evaluate, since the symptoms, 
mainly felt as pain, are difficult to assess. The functional therapeutic ingredients 
endorsed mainly; Gly, Glu, Leu, Arg, in amounts of grams (2-5g / day), plus all 
trace-element ions mentioned (in milligrams), with CNS-lipids (50-100 g/day) 
mixed in fruits or ice-creams, for the sake of taste, see Table 3. The pain subsided 
surprisingly rapidly and could be kept away by intermittent supplementation.   
 
UC, is principally linked to the same dietary formulation as for CD, with the 
further addition of; Asp Ile, Ser, Thr, (5g/d), plus Mo, Se, & W (1.5 – 4.5 mg/d) 
and CNS-lipids, (50-100g/d). For Rh; Ala, Ile, Leu, Ser, - the trace-element ions, 
and CNS-lipids. In PYA, PP, the supplement especially with strontium (Sr) and 
serine (L-Ser) are essential to keep bone membranes healthy (as the periost is the 
source for bone cancers). PaC requires a controlled decrease of the serum 
phospoholipase-A activity. This can be achieved by chelating serum calcium ions, 
since Ca activates this lipid-splitting enzyme leading to pancreatitis 10. 
  
 
Conclusions 
 
Dietary supplementation is curative, inexpensive, and causes no side-effects, 
except vitiligo appearing, (with some patients) in the cured skin areas. It seems to 
overcome the genetic weaknesses affecting PSO patients.  
To improve the immune response in their patients doctors, responsible for 
performing vaccinations, should persuade them to actively boost the general 
vaccine effect - by recommending that the person, at least for a short time, should 
ingest a diet containing this CNS-Ti-lipid, to improve their immune-reactivity - 
before the vaccination! The intake of this natural lymphopoietic CNS-Ti-lipid 
component in concert with the millions of other vital inductional CNS lipids, 
contained in the brain tissue, shape the functional “lipidome” in our body 6,7, 
which in co-operation with “genomics” and “proteomics” secure our normal 
health. These lipids also restore our psychological harmonious mental and motor 
balance. Our intellectual functions are strained both by daily psychological stress, 
and heavy bodily exercise. If vital CNS lipids are furnished in the patients´ diet  
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mitochondria present exclusively in the brain and CNS capillaries transfer then, 
during our sleep, these vital lipids through the blood-brain barrier thus 
refurbishing our normal psychological propensity 3, 9.  
In patients suffering from diverse clinical forms of SI, these different 
histopathological expressions and clinical traits may be affected by the different 
amino acids administered. The increase of the free amino acid level, caused by 
oral supplementation, may engage ribosomal expression linked to the epigenetic 
regulation involved in these phylogenetically different histopathological traits, as 
listed in Table 1. 
 
This could explicate the therapeutic effect exerted by the different regulatory 
complexes formed by amino acids and trace-element ions. These signal systems 
could be linked to the curative effect regulating the clinical expression of such 
bodily deficiency syndromes. All these various clinical forms seem anyhow to 
need a boost from lymphopoietic CNS-lipids, the common denominator for the 
expression of these various syndromes 7,8,9.    
 
 
The sub cellular events occurring in psoriatic skin-lesions, as they are cured, were 
initially missed, since the skin had surprisingly healed already before the second 
puncture-biopsy for electron microscopy was obtained.  
 
 
In order not to miss this sub-cellular scenery occurring during the healing process 
in the skin serial puncture biopsies (with a diameter of 2mm) will be obtained. In 
cancer studies activated, transformed cell-specific mitochondria seem to force 
aberrant malignant cells back to normal healthy transcription 3,6. These cell-
specific mitochondria become electron dense because certain enzymes in their 
crista and matrix gather metal ions while activated (Cr,Fe,Zn,Ti & Rb) 3, as 
measured by ICP-MS, while they regulate the genome. These transformed 
mitochondria surround the tumour cell nucleus, and induce the aberrant cell to 
regain normal healthy transcription 2,3,6,7,. 
The detection of this vital lipid-soluble Ti-factor present in the central nervous 
system, particularly abundant in the thoracic region of the spinal cord, and 
circulate in the blood of mammals. This may help us to better understand several 
neurological diseases, and facilitate their physiological treatment. 
 
To learn to use schooled cell-specific, and organ specific clones of such 
mitochondria 3,11  will for modern biology, and in the development of tools for 
“precision medicine” be, a major scientific challenge for this century!  
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       Dietary supplement treatment for Psoriasis and Fibromyalgia patients 

Table 2.          Composition of the functional dietary supplements  

                                      used in  treatment of psoriasis. 

1. L-Amino acids: Arginine hydrochloride, Glutamine, Glysine, Serine 
2000mg of each, but especially Isoleusine; 5000mg / powder 

2. Trace-element ions in mg´s: Chromium 1.17mg, Manganese sulphate 
monohydride 45.5mg,  Selenium 200µg, Strontium chloride 4mg, Stannos 
chloride 3.35mg, Vanadium 2.5mg, Wolfram 2.3mg per powder. 

3. Folic acid 1mg, and physiologic small amounts of A and D-vitamins may 
be prescribed 

4. Central nervous system lipids equivalent to 50- 100g per day are 
suggested, in the initial phase of the treatment (preferentially mixed in ice-
cream for the sake of taste)! 

 
 
 
Table 3.       Dietary supplements for the treatment of Fibromyalgia Patients 
For fibromyalgia patients, the dietary supplements contain especially the L-amino 
acids; Arginine (hydrochloride) and Leucine in addition to the essential trace 
element ions; Cr, Mn, Sn, Sr, V, & W as chloride salts in addition to CNS lipids 
as, Neurofood Ltd. 220g tins mixed with ice-cream once a week in the beginning. 
 
These formulae are the intellectual property of the Institute for Bio-
Immunotherapy Ltd. Helsinki 
 
Psoriatic skin-cells are probably healed by mitochondria in the same manner 

as cancer cells. 
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Fig 1. EM from a patient with malignant histiocytoma cells in healing, caused by 
dietary biological treatment. One half of the dividing nucleus is surrounded by 
electron dense mitochondria. Which part is going to be the healed one is presently 
not known? 
 
 
  

Transformed electron dense mitochondria gather around tumour cell nucleus
as melanoma cells are cured 

These activated metallo‐enzymes are inserted into the tumour cell nucleus
as melanoma becomes healthy without apoptosis
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Fig. 2. A prostate cancer cell nucleus surrounded by electron dense mitochondria 
two of which inject their metal activated enzymes into the nucleus when the 
tumour cell is cured in dietary supportive treatment, without apoptosis! 

Abbreviations; Ti titanium, CNS central nervous system, ICP-MS inductively 
coupled mass spectrometry, HNPCC human non-polyposis colon cancer genome 
error, SI sterile inflammatory diseases as not caused by bacteria or viruses, IBD 
inflammatory bowel disease, CD Crohn´s disease, UC ulcerative colitis, PSO 
psoriasis, Rh rheuma factor, FM fibromyalgia, PyA polyarthritis, PP periostal 
pain, PaC pancreatitis, RD Riters disease, CIF iatrogenic fewer, γ-GT gamma-
glutamyl transpeptidase.  
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